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196!!!Appendix!
!
Summary'
!
A! structural! change! in! diameter! of! arteries! involves! reorganization! of! both! cells! and!
extracellular!matrix! components.!This!process! is!known!as!vascular! remodeling.!Such!
remodeling!occurs!in!hypertension,!under!low!flow!or!following!prolonged!stimulation!
by!vasoconstrictors.!!In!this!thesis!I!focus!on!the!role!of!contractile!plasticity!of!smooth!
muscle!cells!(SMC)!in!inward!remodeling!of!small!arteries.!Such!contractile!plasticity!is!
defined!as!a! change!of! the!diameterGdependent! capacity! for!active! force!generation.!
! The! first! chapter! introduces! several! basic! concepts! in! vascular! anatomy!and!
inward!remodeling.!Then,!the!key!characteristics!of!active!and!passive!biomechanics!of!
arteries! and! vascular! remodeling! are!presented.! In! addition,! the! clinical! relevance!of!
remodeling!is!illustrated.!!
! Chapter! 2! reviews! in! detail! current! progress! in! research! on! contractile!
plasticity! of! vascular! SMC! as! well! as! airway! and! bladder! SMC.! Then,! the! role! of!
contractile! plasticity! in! remodeling! and! longGterm! control! of! vascular! diameter! is!
discussed,!along!with!the!possibilities!for!preventing!chronic!vascular!narrowing.!!
! The!third!chapter!studies!the!crossGbridge!cycling!process!of!smooth!muscle.!
We! determined! stiffness! of! the! crossGbridges! as! function! of! frequency.! The! results!
show!that!heterozygous!knockGout!of!nonGmuscle!myosin!IIB!leads!to!an!increase!in!the!
rate!of!crossGbridge!cycling.!This!protein!therefore!proofs!to!form!an!internal!load!for!
SMC!contraction,!thereby!reducing!the!speed!of!contraction.!!

Chapter!4! studies! remodeling!of! collagen!matrices!by! single! SMC.! Individual!
SMCs!prove!to!be!able!to! induce! local!matrix!compaction!up!to!a!distance!of!at! least!
200!μm.!This!process!is!strongly!reduced!by!an!inhibitor!of!transglutaminases,!enzymes!
that!are!involved!in!collagen!crossGlinking.!In!addition,!in!a!ringGshaped!collagen!matrix,!
clusters! of! elongated! SMCs! induce! displacement! and! compaction! of! collagen! in!
preferentially!the!radial!direction,!perpendicular!to!the!cellular!long!axis.!
! The! fifth! chapter! studies! to! what! extent! and! under! which! conditions! SMC!
plasticity! occurs! in! resistance! vessels.! We! demonstrate! that! chronic! strain! drives!
outward! plasticity,! i.e.! a! shift! of! tension! generating! capacity! to! larger! diameters.! In!
contrast,! vasoconstrictors! and! specifically! ETG1! induce! inward! SMC!plasticity! in! small!
arteries.!This!effect!of!ETG1!is!unrelated!to!oxidative!stress,!inflammatory!pathways!or!
major!reorganization!of!the!SMC.!
! !In!chapter!6!we!study!the!relation!between!contractile!plasticity!and!matrix!
remodeling! following! in# vivo! interventions! on! local! flow.! Both! processes! appear! to!
have!their!own!dynamics.!However,!after!three!days!the!balance!between!active!and!
passive! biomechanics! is! restored.! In! addition,! acute! interventions! on! passive!
biomechanics,! using! elastase,! cause! immediate! changes! in! SMC! force! capacity.! This!
shows!that!the!frequently!used!concept!that!matrix!and!cells!are!organized!in!a!parallel!
fashion,!is!oversimplifying.!!
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!
! Chapter! 7! studies! the! effect! of! a! subarachnoid! blood! clot! around! cerebral!
arteries! on! contractile! plasticity! and!matrix! remodeling.!We! demonstrate! that! these!
extravascular!blood!clots!are!able!to!induce!changes!in!the!organization!of!extracellular!
matrix! in! the! cerebral! and! mesenteric! artery! wall! in# vitro.# In! addition,! a!
transglutaminase! inhibitor! prevents! such! remodeling.! However,! in! the! in# vivo! SAH!
model! such!structural!changes!did!not!occur! in!cerebral!arteries!probably!due! to! the!
choice!of!rat!strain.!

In! chapter! 8! a! theoretical! model! for! regulation! of! vascular! function! and!
structure!is!presented.!Here!we!combine!the!current!experimental!findings!with!work!
from!others.!The!model!includes!vascular!biomechanics!and!four!adaptation!processes:!
regulation!of! tone,!SMC! length,!matrix! structure!and!vascular!wall! volume.!We!show!
that!all!these!processes!are!required!in!order!to!maintain!a!stable!structure,!allowing!
the!vessel!to!adapt!to!new!biochemical!and!biomechanical!challenges.!!
! Chapter!9,!the!general!discussion,!puts!the!findings!of!this!thesis!together!in!a!
coherent!view,!and!discusses!the!implications!of!these!findings!with!respect!to!the!role!
of! small! arteries! in! cardiovascular! diseases.! A!model! related! to! the! arrangement! of!
active! and! passive! components! is! discussed! and! recommendations! for! future! work!
along!these!lines!are!given.!!
'


